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Over the centuries, Persia (Iran) has borne the brunt of periodic invasions. Elements of these
foreign cultures, including Greek, Arabic, Turkish, Mongolian, and European influences, were
incorporated into the native artistic tradition but transmuted by Persian artists into a highly
original and uniquely Iranian style. This outstanding collection of motifs comprises over 400
examples of this rich tradition, ready for use in a multitude of design areas.Ranging from
prehistoric pottery painting to 20th-century calligraphy, this volume spans the full spectrum of
Iranian art, including the Achaemenian, Parthian, Sassanian, and Safavid eras. Included are
designs drawn from textiles (weaves, printed fabrics, embroidery, carpets), ceramics (pottery
and tile), carved and incised work (stucco, stone, metal), miscellaneous ornament, book
illustration, and calligraphy.The author, a native Iranian and well-known artist, has carefully
rendered designs from original masterpieces in public and private collections around the world.
The motifs include floral patterns, geometrics, arabesques, mythical creatures, rosettes, paisley
patterns, palmettes, medallions, border and marginal decorations, scrolls, curves, and hunting
scenes.Embodying the sumptuous detail, rich texture, and elaborate ornamentation that
constitute the glory of Persian art, these motifs also exemplify the Iranian artist's traditional
devotion to symmetry, harmonious pattern, and purity of line and form.



INTRODUCTORY NOTEPersian art, though it also includes many architectural and monumental
wonders, is inseparably linked to ornamental and decorative design. For millennia, Iranian artists
have attempted to state their feelings about the world in terms of harmonious and imaginative
pattern, every sketch and design being an implement for worship and a reflection of inner
strength. Illustrative forms and recognizable figures were often unnecessary as aids for self-
expression.Without exception, the more than 400 motifs in this volume have been rendered from
actual masterpieces of Persian art in great public and private collections throughout the world.
The sequence of plates is based on the materials and genres of the original objects: textiles
(including weaves, printed fabrics, embroidery, carpets), ceramics (especially tiles), carved and
incised work (stucco, stone, metal), miscellaneous ornament, book illustration, and calligraphy.
Within these genres the arrangement is purely visual. Yet many important periods of Iranian art
history are represented, and a rapid historical summary may be helpful.The volume includes
paintings from prehistoric pottery of about the 10th and 9th centuries B.C. and the famous
metalwork from the Luristan region of the 8th and 7th centuries. In the Achaemenian period
(559-323 B.C.), in which cross-fertilization with Greek culture was extensive, powerful kings like
Darius I built great architectural complexes, sumptuously adorned, at Persepolis and Susa. This
empire, with its fine metalwork and stone carving, was ended by the conquests of Alexander the
Great, and Iran was largely hellenized. But a new Asian dynasty arose in the Parthian area (later
the province of Khurasan) in the century after Alexander and uneasily maintained its status
against Greeks and Romans until displaced, about 220 A.D., by the native Iranian Sassanian
kings. Under these mighty foes of early Christian Europe, textile, metal and stone art flourished
and decisively influenced Byzantine production.The major watershed in Persian history was the
Arab conquest, about 650, and the introduction of the Islamic religion. In the arts, book
illumination and calligraphy began, while Iranian ceramics and textiles continued to astonish the
world. Invasions of nomadic conquerors (Turks, about 1000-1200, and Mongols, about
1200-1500) tended to disrupt and devastate the country, but in these centuries the designer’s
repertory of forms was enriched, especially by Chinese motifs (dragons, phoenixes) and stylistic
devices.The best-known and, to the West, the most “typical” period of Persian art, in which such
genres as book painting and carpet making reached their peak, was the Safavid dynasty
(1502-1736). Persian national and religious feeling were gloriously renewed under such rulers as
Shah Tahmasp (1524-1576) and especially Shah Abbas I (1587-1629), who made Isfahan his
stunning capital city. Although a political decline set in after the Safavids, and the country is still
subject to foreign pressure and civil strife, there has been no hiatus in the production of beautiful
design, both traditional and forward-looking, by Iran’s gifted artists.The renderings here make
this wealth of resource immediately available to workers in a multitude of design areas. All dates
in the captions are A.D. unless specifically followed by “B.C.”DEDICATED TO MY MOTHER AND
MY WIFEFRONT COVER: Brocade from the Shah Abbas period
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Hal Fahmian, “Nice Book. I got this for my son who's an artist and he loved it!”

Auriel, “Awesome, awesome, awesome.. Great work - jammed with ideas for my illustration work”

Kat Konija, “Four Stars. I like it”

M. Dilmore, “Good inspiration for the working artist. This is a good source for artistic inspiration -
I am a henna artist and most of the designs are easily adaptable into body art (for those of
intermediate to advanced drawing skills). The only critiques I have are the lack of specific dates/
origins of the designs and the lack of translations of arabic script. Given its nature as a general
overview with hand-rendered drawings, it is a good resource to build your own artwork from, not
to use as a historical reference book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful artwork. Awesome book! Beautiful illustrations and patterns.”

Grey, “Beautiful designs. This was a christmas present and was very greatfuly recieved.”

The book by Ali Dowlatshahi has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 30 people have provided feedback.
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